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Conference Date      Child's Name Natalie     

        Birth Date 10/28/10     
 

DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE 
 
Social/Emotional Development 
 
Natalie engages in goal-directed play with many children.  She has been seen running around to catch other 
children (SSD8) and has been seen to engage in a socio-dramatic play situation with her friends Maggie and 
Rachel (SSD9).  Natalie has also been seen playing with Alex and Ryan.  Many times Natalie will melt into play 
or will ask to join an activity after watching children play for a period of time.  Also, Natalie will ask a teacher 
to join the play and will hold their hand.  Natalie has identified Jose as her friend (SSD10), but that there are 
sometimes conflicts.  When there is a conflict Natalie is able to begin to use her words, but sometimes looks 
for teacher’s help (SSD11).   During breakfast, Natalie is usually very hungry and eats well.  Her friends, 
Christina, Jack and Zane, are normally quiet at breakfast too.  When Zane is feeling silly, Natalie always joins 
the laughter with the rest of the table.    
 
 
Physical Development 
 
*Large Motor  
Natalie has been seen running around a lot in the outside play area (PD38).  Most of the time, the children 
engage in a chasing game and Natalie will run with them.  Natalie also climbs up the play structure by herself.  
She steps on the logs, and she puts her hand on the tall, standing log next to her.   
 
*Small Motor  
Natalie uses both her hands and all her fingers to accomplish fine-motor tasks.  When participating in spin art, 
Natalie was able to hold the lid down with one hand, and spin the knob with her other (PD40).  Natalie looked 
like she was enjoying the painting activity.   
 
*Sensory  
She also seems to be smiling when playing in the sand and water.  Natalie spends a lot of her time at the 
sensory tables in the morning.  During a science activity, Natalie lightly poked her finger in the powder and 
vinegar and told a teacher that it felt weird (SSD4).   
 
*Health/Hygiene  
Natalie seems to have a consistent level of energy.  If Natalie is having a slower morning, then she tends to 
stick to solitary, quiet play.  If she is very happy in the morning, then she is normally running around after 
breakfast.  When she does run around a lot, Natalie makes sure to get water and to rest for a little bit.  
Natalie likes to wear her jacket when she goes outside, and she asked a teacher to help her put it on and zip it 
up (HLTH42).   
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Language Development 
 
Natalie is able to show understanding of complex words, especially in comparisons.  When asked to identify 
things that have more and things that are taller, Natalie is able to think about it and choose correctly (LLD13).  
Natalie is also able to follow instructions that include at least three different steps.  For example, during clean 
up time a teacher asked her to separate fruits, cats, and dogs (LLD14).  Also, when talking to a teacher, Natalie 
didn’t recognize a word she said and Natalie asked what it meant (LLD15).  Most of the time, her voice is quiet 
and she says short sentences.   In the classroom, she is able to communicate her needs and what she is 
thinking is successfully.  Natalie is able to use her tone when expressing her emotions too.  At the breakfast 
table, Natalie will listen to Charlize and Zane’s stories, but does not share her own often.     
 
 
Cognitive Development 
 
Natalie is able to understand familiar cause and effect, as seen when she lifted the bucket up right when 
shoveling sand in it (COG27).  She also remembers the routine of the classroom.  Natalie is able to clean up 
when she sees the lights go off, and goes to the table after she washes her hands.  For example, children need 
to give the teacher their spoon to clean up after breakfast.  Natalie has not been seen putting her breakfast in 
the compost without giving her spoon away first (COG29).  Also at breakfast, Natalie has been seen identifying 
shapes within her cereal (MATH36).  With new activities, Natalie watches other children use the materials 
before engaging in the activity (COG30).  Natalie has been seen counting up to 16 and she can identify larger 
groups of things without having to count (MATH33).   
 
 
Individual Notes 
 
No special circumstances are known to Natalie.  She accepts direction and redirection well.  Unless she is 
deeply engaged in an activity, like running around and isn’t tired yet, she is able to move to engage in another 
form of play or instruction from a teacher.  Natalie responds to her body’s needs well.  When she needs to go 
to the bathroom, she will do so and when she is hungry or thirsty, she communicates that to a teacher.  
Transitions go smoothly for Natalie, and she is able to clean up materials that she wasn’t even playing with.  
Natalie can follow the routine very well, but if there is a change, like a walk to the gym for Traci Day, she is 
able to go with the flow.  The majority of the time, Natalie is able to be completely independent and content 
without the business of many people.   
 
 
 
Goals 
*Staff 
 

 More one-on-one math activities  

 More open ended questions and conversations about memory and reading 

 Encouraging gross motor activities other than running (i.e. throwing, kicking, dancing) 
 
 
*Parent 
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 Acknowledge and discuss diversity  

 Modeling more signs of empathy  
 
 
 
Parent Signature       
 
Teacher Signature         Revised 2/19/96 
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